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Abstract
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1. Introduction

Twenty years after the introduction of the Euro in 1999 and about ten years after the outbreak of the financial crisis of 2007/2008, economic developments within the Eurozone remain remarkably uneven. Germany has turned from being the 1990s ‘sick-man of Europe’ to a dominant economic power of today: it has not only bounced back from the financial crisis but has also been able to accumulate large current account surpluses (Simonazzi et al., 2013; Storm and Naastepad, 2015B; Stockhammer and Wildauer, 2016). Real output in Germany increased by 32.4% between 1999 and 2018, which stands in stark contrast to the developments in other Eurozone countries like Italy, where real output increased only by 9.3%, Portugal (+ 18.9%) or Greece (+ 7.6%).¹ Such a casual inspection of current macroeconomic statistics indicates that the Euro’s alleged role as a “convergence machine” (e.g. Gill and Raiser, 2012) has been contradicted by a reality of accelerated divergence – at least for those countries joining the Euro during the first two years since its inception in 1999 (Mody 2018).

In this paper, we study the mechanisms underlying macroeconomic divergence in the Eurozone: by exploiting data on sectoral trade and economic complexity from the Atlas of Economic Complexity,² we assess the impact of technological capabilities on macroeconomic development paths, and thereby relate the emergence of divergent macroeconomic development paths in the Eurozone to differences in terms of technological capabilities and firm performance.

This way we contribute to the existing literature by extending past works which emphasize the role of divergences in industry structures for macroeconomic developments in the Eurozone (Simonazzi et al., 2013; Botta, 2014; Storm and Naastepad, 2015A, 2015B, 2015C; Vermeiren,
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¹ Source: AMECO data on real GDP (Spring 2019); authors’ calculations.
However, since these previous studies largely focus on pre-crisis years, they do not embed their analysis in a broader account of structural polarization in the Eurozone as a process that has continued in post-crisis years. Our paper closes this gap in the literature by proposing a framework that allows for linking firm performance in core and periphery countries of the Eurozone to the macroeconomic literature on ‘export-led’ and ‘debt-led’ growth models (e.g. Stockhammer 2015; Baccaro and Pontusson, 2016; Stockhammer and Wildauer, 2016).

In doing so, our paper provides evidence on the distribution of technological capabilities during the pre- and post-crisis period, which are essential for future developmental trajectories (Hidalgo and Hausmann, 2009; Cristelli et al, 2015, Gala et al. 2018). Our results suggest that the post-crisis Eurozone is characterised by non-convergence in terms of technological capabilities. From a policy perspective our results indicate that coordinated fiscal, wage and industrial policies will be needed to counteract the ongoing structural polarization process.

To identify the mechanisms underlying European polarization, we proceed as follows. First, section 2 links the idea of different growth models in the Eurozone with an analysis of technological capabilities, and discusses the relevance of these factors for the macroeconomic divergence in the Eurozone. Section 3 represents an analysis of the underlying polarization processes on the micro and meso level, with a particular focus on the divergence of production and trade structures across the Eurozone’s member countries. Section 4 summarises our argument and discusses its policy implications.

2. Growth models in the Eurozone

We argue that our understanding of the Eurozone’s political economy can be improved considerably by linking the macroeconomic literature on ‘export-led’ and ‘debt-led’ growth models to the issue of technological capabilities and firm performance in core and periphery countries.
2.1 Growth models: Some general considerations

Developments in living standards are associated with the emergence of different growth models (e.g. Baccaro and Pontusson 2016; Stockhammer 2016; Regan 2017). From a historical perspective, most developed European economies had a wage-driven growth model after the Second World War, i.e. the most important growth component was wage growth, which resulted in increasing household consumption and high productivity growth (e.g. Lavoie and Stockhammer 2013). However, a combination of different but related factors – the institutionalisation of strict monetary policy, economic globalisation and capital market liberalisation, the advent of shareholder value orientation and the diminishing strength of trade unions’ organisational power – brought about a crisis in the wage-driven growth regime from the 1970s onwards. This crisis in turn also led numerous European countries to search for alternative growth models in which real wage growth would no longer be the driving force of the growth model (Baccaro and Pontusson 2018).

Starting with the generally accepted stylised fact that inequality has been increasing in most Western countries, including the Eurozone countries (Atkinson et al. 2011), one way to rationalize the emergence of different growth models is to ask whether and how the relative decrease in domestic consumption demand, generally associated with rising inequality, is compensated by the other components of aggregate demand (equation 1, see also table 1).

\[ Y^D = C + I + G + X - M \]  

(1)

One possibility is that an increase in private investment \( I \) compensates for the decline in consumption spending \( C \). While theoretically possible, such a scenario is not very plausible: capital accumulation in the private sector has generally been weak within Eurozone countries and private investment has fallen since the start of the crisis with the most pronounced impact found in Southern Europe (e.g. Koo 2015; ECB 2016; Glötzl and Rezai 2017).
Alternatively, the government can increase fiscal spending $G$ to compensate the decrease in private spending. For the Eurozone member countries, however, the Stability and Growth Pact explicitly restricts expansionary fiscal policies (e.g. Sawyer 2018). Another possibility is to stabilize aggregate demand for domestic goods by substituting domestic demand with foreign demand. This implies an increase in exports $X$ relative to current imports $M$ and coincides with net capital outflows (Hobza and Zeugner, 2014). Since countries with an export-led growth model typically run substantial current account surpluses, these countries are often called ‘surplus countries’, which typically also serve as creditors for countries with a current account deficit. A third possibility is that the decrease in disposable income is compensated by the household sector being increasingly willing to incur debt in order to stabilise consumption spending $C$ (Barba and Pivetti, 2009; Gu and Huang, 2014). If such a demand for credit is accommodated by a corresponding credit supply, this may temporarily mask the reduction in demand associated with increasing inequality, but also leads to higher private sector debt and increased financial fragility (Kapeller and Schütz 2014).

Obviously, combinations of these three strategies – which are summarized in table 1 - are possible, so that some countries might be more difficult to classify along these lines than others (e.g. Baccaro and Pontusson 2016). Nonetheless, developmental paths throughout the EU have been shaped by these strategies to different degrees, with export-based expansion prevailing in some countries and private debt-led compensation in others (Stockhammer and Wildauer 2016; Storm and Naastepad, 2016). In what follows, we introduce some basic empirical aspects of this polarization process and discuss the role of technological capabilities in shaping the emergence and development of growth models. By doing so we can shed light on the deeper reasons for some countries to follow a more debt-led, and others a more export-led growth model.
In developing our argument, we draw on the distinction between core and periphery countries, which has a strong tradition in the literature on the Eurozone (e.g. Simonazzi et al., 2013; Baldwin et al., 2015; Storm and Naastepad, 2015C; Iversen et al., 2016; Johnston and Regan, 2016; Celi et al. 2018; Regan, 2017).³ In most accounts, the group of core countries includes Austria, Belgium,
Finland, Luxembourg, Germany, and the Netherlands, while the group of periphery countries consists of Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, and Spain. Thus, the groups include all countries that joined the Eurozone within the first two years – with the exception of France. The reason is that France remains an intermediate case that is difficult to classify as either core or periphery (Gräbner et al. 2019). This aspect is also visible in those of our Figures where France is included in addition to the core and periphery. While this paper will show that these two country clusters are characterised by substantial within-cluster heterogeneity – and, especially in the core, even internal fragmentation –, the core-periphery distinction nevertheless proves useful as an analytical starting point for assessing the complex path-dependent developmental trajectories in the Eurozone.

Figure 1 illustrates the polarization between core and periphery countries in the Eurozone by showing the deviation of per capita GDP from the Eurozone average (panel a) as well as the evolution of the unemployment rate (panel b) for a selection of Eurozone countries. While a clear core-periphery pattern emerges from this data, there is still a remarkable degree of
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Fig. 1. The development of income and unemployment in core and periphery. Source: World Bank (GDP per capita in PPP, population) and AMECO (unemployment rate); authors’ own calculations.
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the core-periphery distinction for analytical purposes (e.g. Gaulier and Vicard 2012; Díaz Sánchez and Varoudakis 2013; Simonazzi et al. 2013; Storm and Naastepad 2015A; Stockhammer 2016).
heterogeneity in country performances since the inception of the Eurozone. The remainder of the paper investigates whether this preliminary finding of a core-periphery distinction with considerable within-cluster heterogeneity can withstand closer scrutiny, and to what extent the core-periphery distinction relates to different growth models and differences in terms of technological capabilities and firm performance in those countries. In doing so, we hope to shed light on the correspondence between the emergence of different growth and diverging macroeconomic developments.

2.2 Technological capabilities and GDP per capita in the Eurozone: stylized facts

Previous literature on growth models in Europe has not yet provided a satisfactory answer to the question of why particular countries follow a particular growth model. Here we combine the demand perspective of growth models with supply-side considerations: we explore the hypothesis that to follow an export-led growth model, the firms in a country must possess a certain degree of technological capabilities. It is only in this circumstance that they can achieve the non-price competitiveness arising from outstanding product quality or a high degree of specialization that is necessary to survive on international markets. Countries in which firms do not possess the required level of capabilities, have a higher propensity to develop a debt-led growth model based on foreign capital inflows. This hypothesis aligns well with the empirical findings of Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009), who show that “countries tend to approach the levels of income that correspond to their measured complexity” (Hidalgo and Hausmann, 2009, p. 10574), which can be linked to the case of polarization in terms of income across different growth-models as indicated in Figure 1.4 “Complexity” here refers to the index of economic complexity (ECI), which is a measure of the knowledge intensity, or, in other words, the amount of technological

4 In an accompanying appendix, we provide detailed explanations on how the economic complexity data used in this paper are constructed; we also discuss the advantages and potential shortcomings of using these data to proxy technological capabilities.
capabilities present in a given economy. We use the ECI to study the distribution of technological capabilities in the Eurozone and to explore its relevance for the emergence of different growth models. To this end, we first assess whether the stylized facts on the relationship between economic development and technological capabilities also hold within the Eurozone.

Figure 2 shows the relationship between the ECI and the GDP per capita of the Eurozone countries for the period 1999-2016: despite considerable heterogeneity within the two groups, there is a significantly positive relationship, indicating that countries with high economic complexity also tend to have high levels of prosperity (and vice versa). This correlation is in line with previous findings from the economic complexity literature, which has shown that technological capabilities are a good predictor of long-run growth performance (Hausmann et al. 2007; Hidalgo et al. 2007; Hidalgo and Hausmann 2009; Cristelli et al. 2015). As a consequence, the question about whether the income levels of Eurozone countries will converge upwards in the long run can be linked to the question of how technological capabilities are distributed across Eurozone countries.

Fig. 2. The relation between economic complexity and income. Source: Atlas of Economic Complexity (ECI), World Bank (GDP per capita PPP); authors’ own calculation.
The latter is an empirical question, which is addressed by Figure 3 based on import and export data for the period 2000-2016. Specifically, we compare the export baskets of all Eurozone countries and measure the diversity of producers associated with goods of a given degree of complexity by means of a Gini index. The result illustrates that the capabilities to export complex products are distributed very unequally among Eurozone countries, while the corresponding import propensities do not show such a pattern. Hence, if the path to macroeconomic success in times of increased economic openness in Europe heavily relies on the production of very complex products (as suggested by, e.g., Hidalgo and Hausmann 2009; Cristelli et al. 2015), while the capabilities to produce such products are distributed unevenly, not all Eurozone countries will manage to take a path of upward convergence. Given that such inequality cannot be observed with regard to imported products, technological distinction should typically materialise in export success as it comes with an inherent advantage in terms of international competitiveness. In order to fully understand how these stylized facts contribute to the emergence of different growth models within the Eurozone, we have to take a look at how the distribution of economic capabilities is linked to patterns of export-led and debt-driven growth.
Fig. 3. Inequality in terms of the complexity of the products exported and imported by the Eurozone countries between 2000 and 2016.

Note: Inequality is measured by the Gini index, which has been weighted by the total exports (or imports, respectively) of the countries. The shaded area indicates the 25 and 75 percentile of the yearly Gini's. Source: The Atlas of Economic Complexity (accessed May 2019); authors’ own calculation. For details on the advantages and shortcomings on using the economic complexity data see the accompanying appendix.

2.3 How technological capabilities shape growth models

The link between technological capabilities and the emergence of export-led and debt-driven growth models has so far not been made explicit in the existing literature. It is, however, crucial for understanding the conditions for growth trajectories in core and periphery countries. To do so, we exploit the fact that an export-led growth model typically comes with current account surpluses, while countries with a debt-driven growth model accumulate current account deficits. Figure 4 illustrates that core-periphery patterns in the evolution of current account balances already emerged in pre-crisis years: while the population-weighted average of the current account in the core countries rose from about 0.3% in 2000 to more than 6.04% of GDP in 2007, the
weighted average of current account deficits in the periphery nearly doubled from -3.2% at the start of the Euro project to -6.33% before the financial crisis. As technological capabilities are crucial for understanding the conditions of why different growth models have developed within the Eurozone, the long-run evolution of current account imbalances is also intricately linked with the question of how technological capabilities are distributed across the member countries of the monetary union.

2.3.1 Export-led growth

Our focus on technological capabilities deviates from the dominant view of intra-Eurozone trade imbalances, according to which the latter are the result of divergence in relative unit labor costs (ULC). In this account, the higher growth of ULC in the periphery compared to the core reduced the attractiveness of products from the periphery and increased demand for products of firms in the core, hence divergence in price competitiveness led to current account imbalances (e.g. Sinn

Fig. 4: Current account balances in core and periphery countries. Source: AMECO; authors’ own calculations.
2014; Flassbeck and Lapavitsas 2013). However, Storm and Naastepad (2015A, 2015B) have convincingly shown that this narrative is incompatible with the empirical evidence as the Eurozone’s “trade imbalances are determined by domestic and world demand – whilst RULC [relative unit labor costs] divergences play only a negligible role.” (Storm and Naastepad 2015A, p. 959). However, the actual relevance of relative ULC depends on the sectoral composition of the economy: the sensitivity to ULC is lower in high-tech industries, since firms that want to export high-tech goods are mostly competing for quality. In those cases where export-success is to a large extent determined by non-price factors, the impact of ULC is found mainly on the side of import demand: lower domestic wage growth that puts downward pressure on ULC typically also dampens aggregate demand, which implies a reduced propensity to import that can exacerbate trade imbalances (e.g. Storm and Naastepad 2015A; Storm and Naastepad 2015B).

As low-tech industries face stronger competition from emerging countries, the relative importance of ULC developments is higher than in high-tech industries (Carlin et al. 2001; Dosi et al. 2015). Given that in core countries more firms operate in medium to high-tech industries than in periphery countries, the export performance in core economies shows a relatively smaller sensitivity to changes in relative ULC. And indeed, while Germany has become stronger and more productive in high-tech manufacturing over the last two decades, Southern European countries have increasingly been locked into lower-tech and non-tradable activities (Simonazzi et al. 2013; Botta 2014; see also section 3 of this paper). As a consequence, German firms often do not directly compete with Spanish, Portuguese, Greek or even most Italian firms; rather, they are price-setters due to their strong market standing coined by a high degree of technological sophistication. In contrast, firms located in the periphery (e.g. Greece and Portugal) are more
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5 Eastern European countries on the other hand benefited from low wages and their geographically proximity to Germany and Austria, which made them a prime target for the outsourcing of less difficult and sophisticated steps in the production process of main core countries (e.g. Storm and Naastepad 2015B; Stöllinger 2016)
often confined to the role of price takers as they compete with low-cost Asian producers (Straca 2013).

In this context, the role of China is a suitable example for illustrating how the emergence of East-Asia as a major player in the world economy has fostered the divergence between core and periphery in the Eurozone by reinforcing the different growth models that emerge from the unequal distribution of technological capabilities. As shown in Figure 5a), a growing share of the core’s imports is coming from China, and this increase in Chinese imports substitutes for former imports from the Eurozone’s periphery. More precisely, in 2000, 10.2% of the imports of the core countries came from periphery countries; in 2016, this number had decreased to 9.2%. At the same time, imports from China more than tripled from 2.7% in the year 2000 to 8.6% in 2016 (calculations based on data from the Atlas of Economic Complexity). In other words: the periphery’s export base has deteriorated because of the direct competition with Chinese firms that show more price competitiveness when it comes to producing low-tech goods than firms in the Eurozone periphery. At the same time, while China has been a welcome customer for the high-tech exports from the Eurozone core, products from the periphery are relatively less attractive: in 2000, core and periphery countries were responsible for 5.2% and 1.5% of China’s imports, respectively. In 2016, for the periphery countries, this value had increased slightly to 1.7%. Yet the relative increase for the core countries was almost three times larger; they managed to increase their share in Chinese imports by 47.0%, leading to an import share of 7.7% (calculations based on data from the Atlas of Economic Complexity).
The analysis of growth models and their implications for macroeconomic imbalances in the Eurozone can gain from directly considering technological capabilities, whose role has so far not been explicitly addressed in this context: if firms in a given country have not accumulated a sufficient amount of technological capabilities, the main route to export-led growth is essentially blocked, because the world market for high-tech goods is dominated by firms that have accumulated specific skills and knowledge, i.e. high levels of technological capabilities. Due to Germany’s high level of accumulated technological capabilities, there was relatively stable world demand for German machinery exports to China and other countries, which allowed the German economy to follow a path of export-led economic recovery (Storm and Naastepad 2015B).

The only path to export-led growth other than accumulating a sufficient amount of technological capabilities would be to compete in markets characterized by a lower degree of technological...
sophistication, in which wage costs are more important as a determinant of export performance. This alternative path, however, would be very destructive: for example, hourly labour costs are currently about 70% higher in Spain (a Southern periphery country) than in the Czech Republic (Eurostat 2019), where the latter is an example of an Eastern European country that is kind of a ‘low-wage industrial workbench’ integrated into Europe’s industrial core (e.g. Stöllinger 2016). What is more, wage levels in China are currently still considerably lower than in most of Eastern Europe, despite the relatively fast wage growth in China over recent years (ILO 2018). Running an export-led growth model within the Eurozone based on competing for wage costs in low-tech industries would, therefore, require large wage cuts in Southern Europe that can be expected to drastically reduce domestic demand (e.g. Stockhammer and Sotiropoulos 2014), leading to considerable risks concerning political instability and prolonged economic recession. As a consequence, it is likely that countries largely populated by firms that lack the technological capabilities necessary to pursue export-led growth based on high-tech industrial sophistication, will instead enter a path of debt-driven growth – which becomes evident by looking at the debt-driven growth models in Eurozone periphery countries.

2.3.2 Debt-driven growth

GDP growth and developments in unemployment and long-term interest rates indicated that the observed nominal convergence would also contribute to a convergence of real living standards (e.g. Gill and Raiser 2012). In the pre-crisis years up to 2007, the Eurozone countries were becoming by and large more similar in terms of these three indicators, with the poorer countries in Southern Europe (on the basis of their private-debt-driven economic models) often growing even faster than the richer countries in the north. This also came with – in some cases quite considerable – reductions in unemployment rates in Southern Europe. However, as shown in Figure 6, these temporary convergence dynamics were in large parts based on increasing private
sector indebtedness made possible by foreign capital inflows, and they eventually proved unsustainable when the financial crisis hit (e.g. Baldwin et al. 2015).

The increase in debt observed since the establishment of the common currency has been distributed unequally across Eurozone countries. We can see from the data that over the period 1999 to 2017 the growth of household and corporate debt in periphery countries exceeded the growth in core countries (see figure 6). However, there is still some within-group heterogeneity, as some core countries also show considerable increases in debt (e.g. corporate debt in Belgium), and some periphery countries only record a moderate rise in indebtedness (e.g. household debt in Italy and corporate debt in Ireland). It should also be noted that the average level of household relative to GDP in the periphery countries was, on average, smaller than that of the core countries before the onset of the Eurozone. Nonetheless, we find that there is an obvious divergence between core and periphery when it comes to household debt after the advent of Euro as a common currency: on the one hand, growth rates in household debt have in general been stronger in periphery countries; on the other hand, even the minimum growth of household debt in the periphery (which is found for Italy) surpassed the maximum growth of the same debt category in the core before the crisis. Among the core countries, Germany shows the smallest changes in household and corporate indebtedness since the inception of the Eurozone as both, household debt and corporate debt, have fallen in Germany relative to their respective starting levels. Despite the fact that there is considerable heterogeneity in the evolution of debt within both groups, Figure 6 nonetheless indicates a core-periphery pattern: in general, the increase in debt has been much more pronounced in the periphery, suggesting a relative dominance of debt-led growth regimes.
Fig. 6. Development of household and corporate debt in core and periphery. Aside from the group average, for each point in time the respective extreme values for each group is also shown. Data: OECD; authors’ own calculations.

Already in pre-crisis times, the periphery countries’ export bases were too narrow and technologically stagnant (Simonazzi et al. 2013; Botta 2014) to implement an export-led growth
model. What emerged instead in large parts of the periphery was debt-led growth that was further facilitated by the introduction of the Euro (e.g. Celi et al. 2018). European monetary unification facilitated the cross-border movement of capital, implying that sectors with above-average rates of return experienced a steep rise in capital inflows, which allowed for increasing private sector indebtedness (e.g. Perez 2019). This tendency reinforced existing upward pressures on dynamic asset markets, including housing markets in Ireland and Spain. Low real interest rates in the Southern periphery were also a consequence of the low common interest rate set by the ECB, which implied that countries with above average inflation rates (mostly the countries of the Southern periphery) experienced substantial declines in their real interest rates. The low nominal interest rate set by the ECB in turn was a response to low inflation, lacklustre growth and relatively high long-term unemployment in the Eurozone core – particularly in Germany, where growth had slowed and inflation had fallen in the early 2000s. Low long-term real interest rates were the prime factor underlying the credit boom that took place in large parts of the periphery (e.g. Storm and Naastepad 2016).

3. Dimensions of structural polarization in the Eurozone

So far, we have discussed the emergence of growth models in the Eurozone. We now turn to the underlying polarization processes on the micro and meso level. We argue that the central problem of the Eurozone is that monetary unification has not led to convergence of production and trade structures across the Eurozone’s member countries, but rather initiated a process of structural polarisation. In what follows, we analyse various empirical dimensions of divergence between core and periphery by studying production structures (section 3.1), the relationship between technological capabilities and changes in sectoral industry structures (section 3.2), and the implications for convergence and divergence patterns (section 3.3).
3.1 Divergence of product diversification

In this section, we show that a main channel of polarization relates to the kind of products being exported. As has already been noted in section 2.2 and illustrated in Figure 3, the capacity to produce particularly simple and complex products is distributed rather unequally. Figure 7 below further underscores this point by indicating that the average export baskets of core and periphery countries indeed show significant differences in this regard: figure 7a) makes evident that core countries have a considerably higher share of exports in more complex products, while the production capacities of the European periphery are focussed more strongly on products associates with low or medium complexity. More specifically, all periphery countries show a bimodal density distribution similar to the ones shown in Figure 7a), there is more structural heterogeneity within the group of core countries, as illustrated in figure 7b): some countries, such as Austria or Germany, show an unimodal distribution of export complexity, indicating their strong focus on complex high tech products. Other countries, such as Belgium or Finland show a similar bimodal distribution as the periphery countries, although with considerably more density mass in the more complex part of the distribution. This finding indicates that the core countries are actually more heterogeneous than one might anticipate as some countries, such as Germany or Austria, stabilize their forerunner position as high-tech exporters, while others, such as Belgium or Finland, actually struggle to defend their technological lead on a global scale. This finding points towards an on-going fragmentation of the core, that does not directly change the observed core-periphery pattern (due to the relatively poor performance of periphery countries which eventually prohibits catch-up tendencies), but indicates that the variation and range of
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6 The figure also shows that both core and periphery countries are able to export complex products, indicating that, on a global scale, basically all European countries belong to the group of technologically more advanced countries, which is why, as argued in section 2.3.1, their non-price competitiveness is of particular relevance.

7 The precise shape of the distribution differs to some degree between periphery countries, with those countries with some stronger industrialized regions such as Northern Spain or Italy, showing more mass in the complex part of the distribution as compared to countries such as Greece, where the vast majority of probability mass is centered around simple products. Detailed distribution plots for all Eurozone countries are available in the accompanying appendix.
outcomes achieved by core countries is widening. In other words, the heterogeneity within core and periphery as the two major analytical blocks used in this paper seems to be greater in the former, but is much smaller than the level differences between the groups.

Fig. 7. The PCI distribution of the average expert baskets from core and periphery countries between 2000 and 2017 (a) and for Germany and Finland (b).

In order to gain a more nuanced view of these persistent level differences between the core and periphery countries we now inspect the differences in export performance between countries more explicitly. On the y-axis of Figure 8, we plot the difference between actual exports of products with complexity greater than some threshold (specified on the x-axis) and the hypothetical share of exports that would prevail if the capability to produce all products would be distributed evenly across countries. The lines for the Eurozone countries illustrate their
respective deviation of actual from expected exports for different thresholds of product complexity.\textsuperscript{8}

This way, the figure illustrates how countries differ with regard to their structural specialization by visualizing the deviations from the expected exports of more or less complex products. By doing so, it shows how countries differ in terms of the \textit{kind} of products exported. To see how, consider that in the period 2000-2015 about 8.5\% of total exports in the world came from Germany, only 1.7\% from Spain, and only 0.35\% from Portugal. However, as can be seen from

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure8}
\caption{Deviations from the export volume of countries with a product complexity index (PCI) of various thresholds (on the x-axis) that would be expected based on the total export share of the countries. Source: The Atlas of Economic Complexity (accessed May 2019); authors’ own calculation. More details on the derivations are available in the appendix.}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{8} The mathematical derivation of the deviations plotted on the y-axis of Figure 8 as well as general information about the distribution of products with regard to their complexity can be found in the supplementary appendix.
panel a), the share of German exports for products with a complexity index above 1 was much larger than 8.5%. More precisely, Germany’s exports were about 71% higher than expected based on the share of Germany in total world exports. For Spain they are just 13.6% higher, and for Portugal even 26.6 % lower than expected. Thus, Figure 8 provides clear evidence for a polarization in terms of exported products: while the periphery countries increasingly move into negative territory as the PCI threshold increases – which implies that in general there is a negative deviation of actual exports from expected exports –, the inverse does hold for the core countries. However, core countries show considerable within-group heterogeneity, as we showed above.

This fragmentation is visible in figure 8 as well, where countries such as Germany and Austria are clear over-performers for more complex products, but Belgium and Finland struggle with defending their position in high-tech markets. At the same time, a considerable within-group heterogeneity for the periphery countries also becomes evident: for instance, Italy and – to a lesser extent – Spain, are quite good in exporting a certain limited number of complex products. This is due to the specific industrialized regions in the North of these countries. Even more successful is Ireland, which is the only country that has managed to challenge the dominance of Germany in the category of the most complex products. This point becomes evident in the increasing deviation of Ireland’s actual exports from expected exports for higher PCI thresholds.

Overall, the main driver of export growth in Ireland has been the pharmaceutical sector (Barry and Bergin 2012). The technological upgrading of the Irish economy is due to the creation of a business cluster specialised on complex information telecommunication products, the Irish “Silicon Docks” (Brazys and Regan 2017, Regan and Brazys 2018), which was made possible due to state-led enterprise policy aimed at establishing links with the tech industry in the Silicon
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9 When considering only EU trade, about 32.3% of total exports in the period 2000-2015 in the EU came from Germany and only 6.6% from Spain, with the German export for products with a complexity greater one was about 21.6% higher than expected base on the share of Germany in total EU exports, while we observe the opposite pattern for Spain and Portugal, whose actual export shares of such more complex products were 19.5 and 47.8% lower than expected based on their export share within the EU, respectively.
Valley, low corporate taxes and the migration inflow of highly skilled labour from other European countries (Brazys and Regan 2017, Regan and Brazys 2018). Finally, we observe that the financial crisis has not had a large impact on these relationships: panels b) and c) of Figure 8 indicate that the polarization of exported products has proven very persistent in the pre-crisis (2000-2006) and post-crisis period (2009-2016).

3.2 Technological capabilities and structural change

In order to further investigate the issue of polarization in industrial structures and its path dependent nature from a more dynamic viewpoint, we study structural change of industrial sectors in the Eurozone’s economies since the introduction of the Euro. As becomes evident from figure 9, both core and periphery countries managed, on average, to shift their export baskets towards more complex products. Yet, this shift has been more pronounced for the countries in the core. Interestingly, both core and periphery moved from a trimodal to a bimodal distribution, yet this shift was more to the benefit of the core countries, which were better able than the periphery countries to accumulate the capabilities required to produce more complex products. This begs the questions of whether the dynamics of the relevant capability accumulation are characterized by a path dependent process.
The usefulness of any typology of growth models or country taxonomies depends on the persistence of the respective groups – and path dependencies are one important source for such persistence. To investigate whether path dependencies play a role, we use a measure for the directedness of structural change proposed by Gräbner et al. (2019). It is based on assessing the average complexity of all changes in the Eurozone countries’ export baskets on a sectoral level.

The intuition behind this approach is to measure how the directedness of technological change in the Eurozone’s economies has evolved over time. In particular, we calculate the weighted average complexity associated with the decline and growth of individual sectors over two time windows: first, the ‘pre-crisis directedness measure’ looks at structural changes from the pre-Eurozone (1995-1999) to the pre-financial-crisis period (2003-2007); second, the ‘post-crisis directedness measure’ captures structural changes from the pre-financial-crisis period (2003-2007) to the post-crisis period (2010-2014). The measure indicates for a given Eurozone country whether export values improve more markedly for more complex products (in which case the value of the directedness measure is positive) or for less complex products (in which case its value is negative;
more information on the derivation and estimation of the variable is available in the appendix).

The upper panel in Figure 10 plots the directedness of technological change against the initial economic complexity position of the respective Eurozone country for the two time-spans introduced above. Thereby, the arrows indicate the relative shift in position from the pre- to the post-crisis period. Several observations can be made from the upper panel in Figure 10: first, it shows that periphery countries typically occupy lower ranks in terms of complexity as compared to core countries, but show greater variation in terms of their technological directedness. These observations hold for both phases. Second, we find a general and inverse relationship between a country’s starting position in terms of complexity ranks and the directedness of technological development. This result aligns well with the classic Kaldorian claim that success breeds success (Kaldor 1980), which suggests that countries with a more favourable starting point in terms of technological capabilities gain further structural advantages over time, while relative laggards tend to lose even more technological ground. Finally, the arrows indicate that the major commonality between periphery-countries lies in their structural development since the onset of the crisis as their position has deteriorated in terms of both their complexity ranks as well as their technological outlook. The core countries, in contrast, show more heterogeneity in their behaviour after the financial crisis and exhibit quite different development paths. To better illustrate this aspect, the lower panel of Figure 10 shows the changes in position for all countries anchored in a common vantage point; in doing so, we can identify more clearly the homogenous development of periphery countries, which have witnessed both declines in complexity ranks as well as in their technological outlook. Consequently, the periphery countries are the only, and lonely, inhabitants of the lower left quadrant, where not a single core country can be found.
Fig. 10. Technological capabilities and structural change. Data: *The Atlas of Economic Complexity* (accessed May 2019); own calculations. The calculation of the directedness of technological change variable on the y-axis is based on our own calculations of changes in average complexity derived from changes in export-composition. For details, see the text as well as the accompanying appendix. The measure for technological directedness has been introduced in Gräbner et al. (2019).
As already indicated, the results in Figure 10 also point to considerable heterogeneity among the core countries: while some are struggling to hold on to their initial position, Germany has clearly sustained its technologically dominant role, which led to an increasing distance towards the periphery countries. Hence, technological divergence is clearly visible if one considers that all of the Southern periphery countries have lost ground relative to their pre-crisis position. This observation also holds for the special case of Ireland, which was affected by the crisis in a similar way as the remaining periphery countries (see lower panel in Figure 10), but of course enjoys a favourable general trend due to its specific development model discussed in the preceding section (Regan and Brazys 2018).

Our consistent finding in this section was that the core countries are fragmented in the sense that some countries are able to further improve their leading technological positions, while others struggle to replicate their earlier success. This finding can be related to the literature on the institutional and political determinants of specific national growth models. The Eurozone countries are characterized by differences in their institutional and legal embedding – in areas such as tax and corporate law, the labour market or the financial sector (e.g. Hassel 2017; Regan and Brazys 2018; Behringer and van Treeck 2019). In a ‘race for providing the best business location’ for international investors, some countries – such as Germany and Austria – succeed in global competition primarily because of their unique characteristics in the area of technological capabilities, while other countries try to achieve success in international competition by creating a particularly favourable business environment in the areas of corporate taxation (e.g. Ireland) or financial services (Luxembourg, the Netherlands). Such differences in the institutional embedding across core countries also affect the development of their production structures and growth models and thereby contribute to explaining existing within-group heterogeneity (Gräbner et al. 2019).
4. Discussion and conclusions

Considering the central role of technological capabilities for the assessment of future economic developments (Hidalgo and Hausman 2009; Cristelli et al. 2015), our results suggest that one cannot expect a natural convergence process to materialise in the Eurozone. The problem is that the emergence of a structural competitive advantage in terms of technological capabilities (e.g. in Germany’s case) rests on increasing returns to production, which itself have their roots in – inter alia – geographic specialization (Fujita et al. 1999), the presence of business communities and social ties among entrepreneurs and managers (Banerjee and Munshi 2004), and trust and innovation clusters (Elsner et al. 2015). All the mentioned factors have been at the heart of the classical arguments on circular cumulative causation and backwash effects (Myrdal 1958), and cumulative causation and export-led growth (Kaldor 1970; Thirlwall 1980; Boggio and Barbieri 2017). Our empirical findings clearly point to the presence of such path dependent, Kaldorian developments in the Eurozone. Hence, the current trajectory very likely represents a ‘lock-in’ in terms of industrial specialization and, thus, economic development, which cannot be broken without coordinated policy intervention.

We have shed light on the mechanisms underlying the polarization in the Eurozone by integrating micro and macroeconomic perspectives into a coherent view. In doing so we have shown how macroeconomic divergence between core and periphery countries is driven by the co-existence of two different growth trajectories (export-led vs. demand-driven models), which themselves can be traced back to a ‘structural polarization’ in terms technological capabilities. The emergence of export-driven growth in the core and debt-driven growth in the periphery is linked to the micro level of technological capabilities and firm performance. By examining this relationship empirically, our findings also carry implications for future analysis, e.g. by pointing to the exceptional character of the Irish development or by documenting that the privileged position in terms of income and prosperity currently enjoyed by core countries might not be
stable in the future: processes of cumulative causation are still operating, and a further
differentiation among the core countries in the upcoming years does not only seem theoretically
plausible; it is also suggested by the empirics that some core countries may run into difficulties in
reproducing their superior technological capacities, while others may further extend their
 technological advantage.

A number of important policy implications follow from our findings. First, as long as core and
periphery countries remain mired in structural polarization and follow different growth models,
macroeconomic divergence in the Eurozone will continue. Second, a set of active policy
interventions is required to change the underlying export-led and debt-driven growth patterns.
Against the background of our framework, such policies should simultaneously address (i) the lack
of financial regulation through macro-prudential policies, (ii) the divergence of production
structures and export regimes through European industrial policies, and (iii) the increasing
inequality in European economies through a macroeconomic policy program based on public
investment and redistribution.

To overcome polarization in terms of production structures in Europe requires an active
industrial policy that aims at fostering a catching-up process in terms of innovative activity and
technological capabilities for firms in the European periphery (Mazzucato, 2013; Bahar et al.,
2014; Cimoli and Dosi 2017; Noman and Stiglitz 2017). These policies must pose incentives, so
that technological capabilities diffuse more freely from the European core to the periphery. In
addition, they must entail investments into knowledge policies that support technological,
organizational and institutional innovations in the periphery. Such policies could, for example,
subsidise entrepreneurs, which are the players that help an economy to discover its cost and
opportunity space (Hausmann and Rodrik 2003). Since this discovery process leads directly to
public knowledge and production techniques that can be imitated by others, entrepreneurial
activity in the face of true uncertainty represents a social learning process that should be
facilitated by government policies. Finally, macroprudential regulation of the financial sectors and industrial policies should be accompanied by public investment and redistribution policies (Noman and Stiglitz 2017) to counteract the rise in income inequality, which is the main root of deficient demand in Europa that underlies current processes of economic polarization.

Due to considerably country heterogeneity within both the core and periphery group, a ‘one-size-fits-all’ policy approach is unlikely to work. While it is illusory to believe that any country can simply replicate the German success in terms of technological superiority, it would be similarly naïve to expect that the same industrial policies will work for periphery countries like Greece, Spain and Portugal when it comes to increasing their level of technologic capabilities. Instead, the approach should be targeted towards the specific industrial policy needs of the respective country. Allowing more flexibility for targeted policies, however, will require institutional reforms, especially of the current focus on horizontal industrial policy and the rigid fiscal framework, because overcoming structural polarization in the Eurozone within the given focus on improving international competitiveness will eventually require fiscal scope for public investment to allow for structural improvements and innovations (e.g. Mazzucato 2013; Koo 2015; Heimberger and Kapeller 2017). Against this background, it is also apparent that the ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach of fiscal consolidation in the crisis-ridden periphery countries from 2010 onwards was bound to fail spectacularly: “public spending cuts exacerbate the gap between potential production and effective demand, and salary and wage cuts only marginally restore the competitiveness of distressed sectors”. (Boyer 2012, p. 290-291) Fiscal austerity is adverse to the restoration of strong productive sectors in the Eurozone. Since structural polarization fuels macroeconomic divergence, the Eurozone must indeed be expected to disintegrate eventually, if the ‘lock-in’ of industrial specialization between core and periphery countries is not broken up by targeted policy interventions.
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